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 They’From Mango Grove to Atlantic Spa, listed below are 30 sensuous
bath-period treats to turn your soak into a luxurious indulgence.s a
recipe to match everyone! Learn to blend essences and fragrances, work
with molds, and make the most of such healthful, beneficial ingredients
as salts, nutrients, moisturizing natural oils, and shea butter.
There’re easy and fun to generate, and everyone uses all-natural
sophisticated scents and aromatic herbs that will enhance your mood and
pamper the body. 
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Five Stars wow Five Stars Excellent book!! This is actually the best
reserve on bath bombs that I've seen I'm surprised it doesn't have
significantly more evaluations. I was hoping this might be it but sadly
it's not. It could be nice if there was a section that described issues
from a chemistry standpoint aswell. I am nearly sure what the other
reviewers were searching for in this book, but I am a complete novice- I
know Nothing at all about producing bath bombs or soaps of any sort. So
I'm beginning with scratch here. the photos are really pretty and
guidelines with photos are stage by step-a background of baths, bathing,
perfumes, oils, including information on where most of these things
result from and methods to craft their own scents with natural oils or
herbs. Most of all, there are listings of suppliers for the ingredients,
which was very helpful to me, since I was clueless about everything. And
for a comprehensive newcomer like myself, I thought this book was
perfect. Great info.)-a section about colors and what kind of coloring
you can use in your bath bombs-about 30 simple bath bomb recipes (the
complete back section of the book contains quality recipes which are
ideal for the newbie like me. You may make bombs like "Snowtime,"
"TeaCakes," "South Pacific," "Mulled Wine," "Winter season Warmer," etc.
Each recipe includes a picture of finished product, tells you exactly
what ingredients you'll need, and suggestions of mold designs). The
dishes make such visually pleasing bath bombs that they look like they'd
be great gifts, too.-there is a recipe guide in the back of the book and
an index of everything you're looking for. Here's just SOME of what you
will see inside:-the book is visually pleasing; Most of the suppliers
possess online stores, aswell.I actually haven't made my first bath bomb
yet, but this reserve has place me up thus well for it. I assume my main
complaint is definitely that I can find information on shea butter and
lavender oil anywhere online and the knowledge is fairly consistent. If
you prefer a reference on oils and fragrances and some quirky (but fun-
searching) recipes, this is a good book.! I thought we would give it 4
superstars instead of 5 because I haven't actually made the bath bombs
yet to observe how GOOD the quality recipes are, but I'll keep coming
back and add even more to my review soon! Recipies are an easy task to
follow and photos are great. I LOVE It! This book is an easy read and
the recipes are good and easy. I liked the whole publication, the
chapters on the annals of bathing had been interesting. When you learn
the basic recipe you can add what ever you select (easy). Additionally
it is full of history in addition to recipes for bath bombs. I've made
about twenty bath bombs and they all came out good. It get's Chilly
within Ohio and the winters are very long so I usually learn a fresh
hobby through the winter, a great time to relax with a good reserve and
learn something new. I admit We was hesitant to get this book predicated
on previous reviews. Overall OK Overall this book is okay, but there are
several useless sections (like a background of bathing that's neither
complete, nor tied to the bath bomb) and it focuses more about additives



and recipes than on instructions. The basic instructions lack a few of
the fine detail that I was looking for. Certain guidelines that I was
looking for more detail on had been glossed over. Book also switches
into fine detail about different fragrances, butters and oils, and while
the descriptions of the items are nice to have, I don't find them
particularly helpful. This book has all you need to create Bath Bombs! I
am so glad I did! I will post a follow-up review when I total one of the
dishes. In my search for bath bomb info, I have come across all sorts of
info, instructions and recipes, but nothing at all that I could make use
of as a constant reference. No one seemed really crazy about it, but I
couldn't find way too many additional books specifically about producing
bath bombs, therefore i figured I would give it a opportunity. In the
meantime, if you're a novice like me and buying good step-by-step
instruction book with gorgeous photos and creative recipe ideas, then
this is IT! Good craft book A little more complex than I expected, but I
have tried a few of the dishes and like the activity. Fun to experiment.
The author is very optimistic - the recipe works - bath bombs - big
chunks - bath rocks, small chunks - pulverize and foaming bath dust.
Enjoyable Informative book This book is full of information about herbs,
essential oils and how to mix fragrances. Elaine includes a lot of good
ideas on molds and combining your personal scent and coloring, I take
advantage of food coloring. Great images making a nice presentation.
great book this has a lot of information in it. It is fun and I am
thrilled to be able to have what I need to be able to make my very own
bath bombs. very informative and fun This is a really good introductory
book about bath bombs and even an excellent introduction to blending
one's own scents from essential oils. Nice pictures and many ideas. It
includes a variety of products that you can make. A great book on bath
bombs/fizzies. Best instruction reserve on how best to produce bath
bombs! There are also plenty of "creative" recipes within the last half
of the publication which are okay but I'll admit I haven't tried any of
them however.Great Reserve for the Bath Bomb Newbie! There are even
spots for you to jot down what scent combinations you use in the event
that you prepared on crafting your own-section by section explanation of
what ingredients you'll need (along with pictures of what all of these
things look like)-a section in what kinds of molds you can use,
including great descriptions of easy home molds you may make or find
yourself-a basic recipe for bath bombs and step-by-step instructions on
how to make them (including trouble shooting section in case you screw
up! Good info. Arrived as promised. Arrived as promised. Five Stars Some
great information Boring Too many similar bombs with not enough
imagination or cupcake bath bomb recipes. These recipes are all over the
internet. Don't recommend. excellent book I love this book, is quite
informative and easy to follow. It was a lot more than I expected. I've
really enjoyed it :) Good book This is an excellent book. Thanks
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